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Dark Legacy
Sara Marten finally meets the vampire who is
both angel and demon and meant to become her
mate; and, Charlie, a gargoyle, senses that
the beautiful and sweet Aggie Durand could be
his salvation.

Dark Prince
In the new Carpathian novel from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan, a
woman falls prey to the seductive allure of
the past—and a vampire warrior’s intoxicating
embrace The moment Charlotte Vintage walks
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into his club, Tariq Asenguard’s blood is set
on fire. The ancient Carpathian had given up
hope of finding his lifemate, but now he will
do anything to make Charlotte his own. What
Tariq doesn’t know is that Charlotte is using
herself and her best friend as bait—to try to
draw out the bloodthirsty killers who have
already murdered Charlotte’s brother and
mentor. Charlotte is familiar with Tariq. Not
only is he one of the richest and most
eligible bachelors in the city, but he’s also
a renowned collector of old carousel horses,
which Charlotte restores. Their shared
passion opens Charlotte up to trusting him
with her life and with the desire she can no
longer control. But it also makes her
vulnerable to a centuries-old curse that will
unite her and Tariq in a war against the
enemies of humans and Carpathians alike

Dark Hunger
No.1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan now delivers her most
eagerly awaited novel of all - ten years in
the making. In DARK LYCAN, Christine Feehan
journeyed into the heart of the Carpathians,
and into the souls of two lifemates stirred
by the flush of passion and the threat of
annihilation. In DARK WOLF, the breathtaking
story continues as the bonds of family are
imperiled, and the fate of two lovers lies
hidden in the seductive shadows between life
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and death. Skyler Daratrazanoff always
recognized the miracle that was Dimitri
Tirunul, a man beyond any dream that had ever
engaged her nights. But she was human.
Vulnerable. He was Carpathian. Nearly
immortal. She was nineteen. He was an
ancient. Yet she held half his soul, the
light to his darkness. Without her, he would
not survive. Caught between the two warring
species, Dimitri has spent centuries hunting
the undead to keep his people free, and
humans safe. He had survived honorably when
others had chosen to give up their souls. But
now, marked for extermination by the Lycans,
Dimitri found himself alone, and fearing for
his life. But salvation was coming. . . No
Lycan would ever suspect someone like Skyler
to dare mount a secret rescue operation. A
teenage girl. A human of untested abilities.
But she had something no one else had. She
was predestined for Dimitri - as he was for
her. And there was nothing stronger for
Skyler than her desire to see her life-dream
come true. Whatever the risk.

Dark Descent
Juliette, a beautiful activist dedicated to
freeing caged animals from a secret jungle
lab, unwittingly releases Riordan, a caged,
insatiable, and immortal Carpathian thirsting
for revenge against his captors.
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Dark Blood
More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.

Dark Predator
Tatijana of the Dragonseekers spent centuries
encased in ice with her sister, trapped in
limbo between life and death, never speaking
to a soul other than those who tormented her.
Now, she has been freed from her frozen
prison by an unknown descendent. Awakened in
human form, Tatijana yearns to explore the
modern world in which she now lives-a world
with more mysteries than she is prepared for.
Fenris Dalka has returned to the Carpathian
Mountains after a long absence to be with his
brother. He is scarred by centuries of
battle, and every hard-won victory. But the
real reason for his return home could prove
deadly if discovered by the wrong man-or
woman. Upon his arrival, he is compelled by a
beautiful and enigmatic stranger who carries
the scent of fresh earth, of forest, of the
night itself. In time Tatijana and Fenris
will discover all that unites them-their
secrets and pasts, their predators, and the
hot flush of passion that stirs their souls.
Yet just as surely, seduced into the silvery
darkness of a full-moon night, they'll also
discover everything ancient and evil that
exists to destroy them.
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Dark Prince
#1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan delivers another deliciously
dark paranormal romance in the DARK Series
They were masters of the darkness, searching
through eternity for a mistress of the light
. . . was he a man . . . or a miracle?
Alexandria Houton will sacrifice
anything—even her life—to protect her
orphaned little brother. But when both
encounter unspeakable evil in the swirling
San Francisco mists, Alex can only cry to
heaven for their deliverance . . . And out of
the darkness swoops Aidan Savage, a golden
being more powerful and more mysterious than
any other creature of the night. The ageless
Carpathian male snatches them from a hideous
fate. But is Aidan a miracle . . . or a
monster? Is he Alex's salvation . . . or her
sin? If she surrenders to Aidan's savage,
unearthly seduction and gives him the color,
the light, the family he craves, will Alex
truly save her brother . . . or sacrifice
more than her life?

Dark Symphony
As a child, Destiny saw her family butchered
by a vampire who then attacked her and turned
her into a creature of the night. The only
thing that saved her sanity was a strange
psychic connection with a soothing male voice
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that gave her hope and taught her how to
survive. Nicolae Von Shrieder is an ancient
Carpathian vampire hunter, and it is he who
has been helping Destiny. Convinced she is
his lifemate, he has been desperately
searching for her, as only she can save him
from turning into the very abomination he
hunts. Destiny however, does not recognise
any difference between Carpathians and
vampires and repeatedly refuses his
advances.But, for the first time, vampire
forces are gathering together in a deadly
unified plot against the Carpathians. Nicolae
must find a way to earn Destiny's trust, and
fast, as they may be the only ones able to
unravel the secret that could save the
Carpathian race from total destruction.

Dark Guardian
For two thousand years Carpathian twins
Gabriel and Lucian were vampire hunters. But
then, Lucian turned vampire, forcing Gabriel
to hunt him. Lucian and Gabriel battled each
other for centuries until two hundred years
ago, when Gabriel sacrificed his freedom,
trapping Lucian and himself in the earth of a
Parisian cemetery. Now, modern construction
work within the cemetery has disturbed their
resting place and Gabriel and his dark
brother Lucian are raised from the rubble.
Weakened and in desperate need of blood,
Gabriel fears he will lose his own soul
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before he can restore his strength. Fate is
on his side when Francesca, a uniquely gifted
healer, comes to his aid. Gabriel instantly
recognises that she is his lifemate, and must
convince Francesca before it is too late:
Lucian is on their trail, and will let
nothing stand in the way of his eternal
conflict with his brother.

Dark Illusion
An elite werewolf killer, Zev Hunter, begins
to question both his past and his purpose
after he is nursed back to consciousness by a
member of the Dragonseeker clan.

Dark Desire
When Darius, the leader of a small band of
Carpathian musicians, first sees the new
mechanic hired to work on the band's touring
vehicles, he is astonished to see the red
colour of her hair. It has been centuries
since he last saw colours or even felt
emotions. Although mechanic Tempest Trine
needs the job, she quickly realises she's
bitten off more than she can chew. Tempest
has always felt different, apart from others.
But from the moment his arms close around
her, enveloping her in a sorcerer's spell,
Darius seems to understand her unique gifts.
But does his kiss offer the love and
belonging she seeks, or a danger more potent
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than anything she has ever known?

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
At long last you are truly back with us . . .
Zev Hunter was an elite warrior, a dark-blood
dealer of death to rogue Lycans who preyed on
mankind. He was a loner, never given to
personal attachments, and damned fierce at
his job. But Zev begins to question his past
and his purpose when he awakens in the
darkness of the sacred cave of warriors-and
is soothed back to consciousness by the
sensuously familiar voice of one woman, the
woman who has haunted his fantasies for
centuries: Branislava, member of the
Dragonseeker clan. Mother Earth called the
ancients to witness your rebirth . . . For
this half-mage, half-Carpathian temptress,
the ritual of awakening Zev to the council of
warriors was the only way to save him. Locked
away for his own protection, the time has now
come for his rebirth, for his blood to stir
with that of the ancient warriors before him.
He has been assured by Branislava that their
fates are entwined, that their spirits are
woven together for eternity and that his new
purpose in life is beyond imagining. Now,
with a blood-sworn vow of honor, mercy and
endurance, and under the influence of a siren
as bewitching as Branislava, Zev begins to
wonder what his purpose is, what it means for
the future of the Carpathians and what it is
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about his rebirth that he has to fear . . .
'After Bram Stoker, Anne Rice and Joss
Whedon, Christine Feehan is the person most
credited with popularizing the neck gripper.'
Time 'Feehan has a knack for bringing
vampiric Carpathians to vivid, virile life in
her Dark Carpathian novels.' Publishers
Weekly

Dark Dreamers
Savannah Dubrinsky is a mistress of illusion,
a world-famous magician capable of
mesmerising millions. But there is one man
she fears: Gregori, the Dark One. With a dark
magic all his own, Gregori - the most
powerful of Carpathian males - whispers in
Savannah's mind that he is her destiny. That
she was born to save his immortal soul. And
now, here in New Orleans, the hour has
finally come to claim her. To make her
completely his. In a ritual as old as timeand
as inescapable as eternity.

Dark Secret
At long last you are truly back with us Zev
Hunter was an elite warrior, a dark-blood
dealer of death to rogue Lycans who preyed on
mankind. He was a loner, never given to
personal attachments, and damned fierce at
his job. But Zev begins to question his past
and his purpose when he awakens in the
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darkness of the sacred cave of warriors-and
is soothed backed to consciousness by the
sensuously familiar voice of one woman, the
woman who has haunted his fantasies for
centuries. She was Branislava, member of the
Dragonseeker clan Mother Earth called the
ancients to witness your rebirth For this
half-mage, half-Carpathian temptress, the
ritual of awakening Zev to the council of
warriors was the only way to save him. Locked
away for his own protection, the time has now
come for his rebirth, for his blood to stir
with that of the ancient warriors before him.
He has been assured by Branislava that their
fates are entwined, that their spirits are
woven together for eternity and that his new
purpose in life is beyond imagining. Now,
with a blood-sworn vow of honor, mercy and
endurance, and under the influence of a siren
as bewitching as Branislava, Zev begins to
wonder what his purpose is, what it means for
the future of the Carpathians and what it is
about his rebirth that he has to fear

Dark Crime
Blinded and scarred in a terrible accident,
Antonietta Scarletti makes music that thrills
the world with its beauty and passion.
Descended from a long line of psychics,
Antonietta has learned to rely on her other
senses to 'see' the world around her, but
nothing could have prepared her for Byron. He
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came to her, drawn by her music, and became
her secret obsession. Others fear him,
sensing that he is dangerous - a predator but for Antonietta he is her ultimate
fantasy, her dream lover. He woos her with
kisses full of erotic allure, whispering that
she is his light, his salvation. Byron has
waited an eternity for her, and he will let
nothing stand between him and the woman born
to be his lifemate

Book 26 - Dark Blood - 'Dark'
Carpathian
Colby Jansen has been raising her stepsiblings, Ginny and Paul, single-handedly
since her beloved stepfather, Armando Chevez,
died. She's also been working herself into
the ground to keep the family ranch running,
but now she's got a real fight on her hands.
Members of the Chevez family, along with two
of the powerful De La Cruz brothers, for whom
Colby's family has worked for centuries,
arrive at her door, intending to take custody
of the children and dispose of the ranch. For
ancient Carpathian Rafael De La Cruz, the
world has become dark, and he is in danger of
turning vampire. But when he meets Colby, he
knows immediately that she is the one who
could save him. Colby finds the handsome
Rafael threatening but, against her better
judgement, she is also irresistibly drawn to
him. They quickly find that they are an equal
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match in terms of fiery temperament and
stubbornness, but when an ancient and
powerful vampire begins stalking Colby and
her family, she and Rafael combine forces to
combat a deadly evil

Dark Magic
Hunter of the undead and master executioner
Zacarias De La Cruz returns to Peru where he
finds betrayal, vengeance and the
consequences of his family's bloody legacy in
this new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Dark Peril. Reprint.
500,000 first printing.

Dark Lycan
He is the dark guardian of his people. So
how, after centuries of a bleak, soulless
existence has he, Lucian Daratrazanoff,
suddenly come to crave petite, curvy,
colourful policewoman Jaxon Montgomery, who
foolishly makes it her life's work to protect
others from harm? Fiercely daring, Jaxx will
sacrifice anything to shield others. And
piercingly erotic Lucian is powerfully,
perilously mesmerising - oddly gentle yet
clearly a born predator. He has vowed to
possess her, to guard her for all time. Yet
with his every thirsty kiss, is he drawing
Jaxon more deeply into dangerand his dark,
mysterious desires?
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Dark Carousel
Two Carpathians find hope in the bond that
ties their souls in this passionate novel in
Christine Feehan’s #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Stolen from her home at a
young age and tormented for centuries,
Elisabeta Trigovise is scared to show herself
to anyone. Even though she has been rescued
and is now safe within the Carpathian
compound, she has lived in fear for so long
she has no idea how to survive without it.
She wants to answer the siren call of her
lifemate—but the very thought terrifies her.
Before he found Elisabeta, Ferro Arany was an
ancient warrior without emotion. Now that his
senses have come alive, he knows it will take
more than kind words and soft touches to
convince the fractured woman that they are
partners, not master and prisoner. For now,
he will give her his strength until she finds
hers, allowing the steady rhythm of his heart
to soothe Elisabeta's fragile soul. But even
as she learns to stand on her own, the
vampire who kept her captive is desperate to
claim her again, threatening the song
Elisabeta and Ferro are writing together.

Dark Storm
Julian Savage, the brooding and reclusive
hunter, finds his life transformed by the
woman he has sworn to protect, Desari, a
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beautiful singer with a remarkable voice.

Dark Prince
He wasn't civilized or tame. He had his own
code and he lived by it. Monk. Bounty hunter.
Vampire slayer. Andre Boroi has spent
centuries battling the undead, holding out
against the dark with honor. But now, gravely
wounded by master vampire Costin Popescu,
Andre will be easy to track - his spilled
blood marking the killing trail for Popescu
and his hungry band of underlings. Andre's
only chance is to disappear into the gray
mist of the Carpathians. To wait. To hope.
She had a healing touch and a scent that was
his lifeblood. In the mountains in search of
a precious crystal, geologist Teagan Joanes
suddenly finds herself hunted by those she
once trusted. Then she comes across the
warrior- wounded, wanting and irresistible.
Andre has been craving her for an eternity:
his lifemate. Her warmth envelops him. Her
scent pulsates. And with every beat of her
heart, Teagan surrenders to a passion she
can't possibly comprehend. Now they are bound
by destiny, but is it enough to keep them
safe from a stalking, relentless darkness
that threatens to swallow them alive?

Dark Curse
Dangerously close to becoming a vampire,
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Manolito De La Cruz has been called back to
his Carpathian homeland - and has
unexpectedly caught the scent of his destined
lifemate, MaryAnn Delaney. MaryAnn is human
and well aware of the aggressive instincts of
Carpathian males. A counsellor for battered
women, MaryAnn has no room in her life for
someone like Manolito. But when she goes to
South America to offer guidance to a young
woman, she has no idea of the trap awaiting
her. For she's been lured there by Manolito,
who has seductive plans for the irresistible
human female. Once there, she'll be his. Once
his, she'll never be released. She is his
dark possession.

Dark Blood
Dark Descent tells the story of Joie Sanders,
a bodyguard, and Traian Trigovise, an ancient
hunter, meeting after a battle in a deep cave
filled with mystery and wonder. Set in the
Carpathian Mountains, Joie, with her brother
and sister go caving and come across the
ancient warrior beset upon by several
vampires. They have no choice but to throw
their lot in with the hunter and do their
best to escape with their lives from the
underground labyrinth filled with ancient
traps left behind by a powerful race. A
fantastic novella by Christine Feehan, never
before published in the UK, and with exciting
new material available for the first time!
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Dark Legend
Born into a world of ice, slave to her evil
father, Lara Calladine knew paralysing fear
as a child. Only by escaping with her
mysterious gifts unbroken did she survive to
claim her great Carpathian heritage as a
Dragonseeker. She walked her chosen path
alone, trusting no one. For beyond the frozen
hall of her youth was a world of even greater
mystery and danger. Now the world's leading
expert in the field of ice-cave study, Lara
is on a search for healing microorganisms,
but also for the source of her nightmares the cold, dark corners of her childhood. Only
one man has the will and the power to help
her: Nicolas De La Cruz. Dangerous and
arrogant, centuries of hunting and killing
have taken their toll on him but he still
longs to feel sensual love without the hunger
for blood. A tenuous trust emerges between
Lara and Nicholas, and a passion neither of
them has ever experienced but, as much as
they long for a future as lifemates, they are
also haunted by the unknown dangers of the
dark curse.

Dark Celebration
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan
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fans, Dark Prince returns in a new, author’s
cut special edition. #1 New York Times
bestseller Feehan revisits her classic tale
of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story
of a beautiful hunter with extraordinary
telepathic abilities captivated by the
powerful allure of a tormented prince of the
mysterious Carpathians—expanding the beloved
story by 100 never before seen pages! Here is
your golden opportunity to experience the
first book in Christine Feehan’s remarkable
Dark saga as you never have before, whether
it’s a glorious re-entrance into this
writer’s mystical, unforgettable world…or
your very first visit!

Christine Feehan 5 CARPATHIAN NOVELS
A mage and a warrior must see beyond their
facades and embrace the bond that links their
souls in this powerful Carpathian novel from
#1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan. At any other time, Julija
Brennan would find solace in the quiet of the
Sierra Mountains, but now the mage is in the
race of her life. Having broken free from her
controlling family, Julija’s attempt to warn
the Carpathians of the coming threat has
failed and put a target on her back—and those
who are hunting her are close behind.… After
centuries locked away in a monastery in the
Carpathian Mountains, Isai Florea can’t
believe he’s finally found his lifemate—the
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missing half of his soul. The second he sees
Julija, his world blazes with color. But
despite their explosive connection, Julija
rebels against what she sees as Isai’s intent
to control her and rejects the bond that
would prevent him from becoming a monster. As
their unfulfilled bond continues to call to
them both, Julija and Isai aim to complete
the task that brought them together. They are
used to facing danger alone, but now the mage
and the ancient warrior must learn how to
rely on each other in order to stop a plot
that threatens all Carpathians.…

Dark Demon
Lovers challenge destiny and risk their lives
in this Carpathian novel by the #1 New York
Times bestselling “queen of paranormal
romance.”* Gabrielle has had enough of
battles, of wars, of seeing the Carpathian
warrior she loves nearly lose his life when
it isn’t even his fight. All she wants is to
be away from the Carpathian Mountains, far
from vampires and the shadows cast by the
crumbling monastery that hides so many
terrible secrets. But she isn’t the only one
in search of answers in the corners of the
unknown Trixie Joanes has come to the
Carpathian Mountains in search of her wayward
granddaughter, fearing that she has been
lured there by something unspeakable.
Instead, Trixie has stumbled onto the path of
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a desperate man and woman on the run. And
they’re all fated for the lair of a
mysterious ancient with revenge in his soul
and the undying power to make bad dreams come
true. *J.R. Ward, #1 New York Times
bestselling author

Dark Song
There's only one way for Dominic-one of the
most powerful of the Carpathian Dragonseekersto learn the secrets of the enemy: ingest
their parasitic vampire blood, infiltrate the
camp, and relay the information to the
Carpathians. But to do it, he first has to
make it out of the camp alive.

Dark Fire
Dark Magic
Dark Ghost
Lead guitarist of the Dark Troubadours, Dayan
was renowned for his mesmerizing
performances. His melodies stilled crowds,
beckoned, seduced. And always, he called to
her to complete him. Corinne Wentworth stood
at the vortex of a gathering storm. Pursued
by the fanatics who'd murdered her husband,
she was risking her life by keeping more than
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one secret. Fragile, delicate, vulnerable,
she had an indomitable faith that made her
fiery surrender to Dayan all the more
powerful.

Dark Melody
Enter the enchanting world of the
Carpathians, where dark adventure, mystery,
and love await, and the desires of two daring
hearts unite in one irresistible passion. A
telepathic hunter of serial killers, Raven
Whitney helps to catch some of the most
depraved criminals. But her work keeps her
from getting close to others, and has drained
her body and spirit. In need of rest and
rejuvenation, she embarks for a vacation far
from home. Mikhail Dubrinsky is the prince of
the Carpathians, the powerful leader of a
wise and secret ancient race that thrives in
the night. Engulfed by despair, fearful of
never finding the mate who can save him from
the encroaching darkness, his soul cries out
in loneliness—until the day that a beautiful
voice full of light and love responds, softly
soothing his pain and yearning. From the
moment they meet, Raven and Mikhail are
helpless to resist the desire that sparks
between them. But just as fate unexpectedly
brings these life mates together, malevolent
forces threaten to destroy them and their
fragile love. Yet even if they survive, how
can these two lovers—Carpathian and
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human—build a future together? And how can
Mikhail bring Raven into his dark world
without extinguishing her beautiful goodness
and light?

Dark Peril
Carpathians are an immortal race of beings
with animal instincts and the ability to
shape shift. Every Carpathian male is drawn
to a life mate: a woman - Carpathian or human
- able to provide the light to his darkness.
Without her, the beast within slowly consumes
the man until turning into a vampire is the
only option.'Mikhail Dubrinsky, Prince of the
Carpathians, fears he can't protect his
people from the extinction of their species a fate that has become the wicked prayer of
his enemies, who plot to slaughter all
Carpathian females. Mikhail's lifemate,
Raven, and their daughter, Savannah, are both
vulnerable to the encroaching evil, but all
is not lost. In this desperate season,
Carpathian's from around the world are
gathering to join their strengths, their
souls and their powers. But so too are their
adversaries uniting - hunters, vampires,
demons and betrayers - bringing untold
dangers into the fold of the Carpathian
people.

Dark Possession
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Carpathians are an immortal race of beings
with animal instincts. Every Carpathian male
is drawn to his life mate: a Carpathian or
human female able to provide the light to his
darkness. Without her, the beast within
slowly consumes the man until turning vampire
is the only option.' Raven Whitney is a
psychic who has used her gift to help the
police track down a serial killer. Now she is
determined to escape the glare of recent
publicity for the peace and quiet of the
Carpathian Mountains. Prince Mikhail
Dubrinsky is the leader of his people but, as
his ancient Carpathian race grows ever closer
to extinction, he is close to giving in to
the heavy weight of loneliness and despair.
From the moment their minds touch, Raven and
Mikhail form a connection. But there are
those who incorrectly view all Carpathians as
vampires, and are determined to give their
extinction a helping hand.

The Mind Game
Two strangers are bonded by a lust for
revenge—and each other—in this novella from
Christine Feehan’s “erotic, gripping series
that has defined an entire genre” (J. R.
Ward). Blaze McGuire knows who killed her
father and she has merciless plans for
payback. Until a phone call from a seductive
stranger pleads with her to wait. Retribution
is in his blood, too. Now, he and Blaze will
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be united in the blood of the guilty.
Tonight, vengeance is theirs. Praise for
Christine Feehan “Feehan has a knack for
bringing vampiric Carpathians to vivid,
virile life in her Dark Carpathian
novels.”—Publishers Weekly “She is the
master.”—The Best Reviews Dark Crime first
appeared in the anthology Edge of Darkness.

Dark Destiny
“The Queen of paranormal romance.” —USA Today
#1 New York Times bestselling author
Christine Feehan has enchanted legions of
paranormal romance fans with her sensation
series featuring sexy immortal Carpathian
heroes—a remarkable breed of vampire. In this
stunning new edition of Dark Desire, a
beautiful doctor is perilously drawn to the
far Carpathian Mountains by a mysterious
stranger who needs her medical expertise.
Despite the danger, she cannot deny her deep
connection to this mystery man—or he, his
raging need for her. Discover the
breathtaking power of supernatural love in
this darkly sensuous classic from Christine
Feehan.

Dark Wolf
Buried alive in a volcano in the Carpathian
mountains for hundreds of years, Dax
discovers that Mitro, the evil vampire he has
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been hunting for centuries, is still alive.

Dark Promises
In a beautiful compound hidden away from the
world, Emeline Sanchez tries to blunt the
pain that has wracked her body ever since her
terrifying ordeal in the labyrinth beneath
the city - when she was forced to exchange
blood with an evil master vampire. Now, it's
his voice that haunts her that calls to her
in the dark that never lets her rest. And
while the children that she helped to free
from his clutches struggle to heal, watched
over by their Carpathian protectors, Emeline
knows one thing: she must sacrifice herself
to keep them all from harm For her beauty is
irresistible to the vampires, her psychic
ability like a drug. Whipped into a frenzy,
they'll never stop coming for her. And only
the taste of one Carpathian warrior - the
rush of his blood - can save her 'After Bram
Stoker, Anne Rice and Joss Whedon, Christine
Feehan is the person most credited with
popularizing the neck gripper.' Time 'Feehan
has a knack for bringing vampiric Carpathians
to vivid, virile life in her Dark Carpathian
novels.' Publishers Weekly

Dark Gold
Savannah Dubrinsky is a mistress of illusion,
a world-famous magician capable of
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mesmerising millions. But there is one man
she fears: Gregori, the Dark One. With a dark
magic all his own, Gregori - the most
powerful of Carpathian males - whispers in
Savannah's mind that he is her destiny. That
she was born to save his immortal soul. And
now, here in New Orleans, the hour has
finally come to claim her. To make her
completely his. In a ritual as old as timeand
as inescapable as eternity.

Dark Challenge
Carpathians are an immortal race of beings
with animal instincts and the ability to
shape shift. Every Carpathian male is drawn
to a life mate: a woman - Carpathian or human
- able to provide the light to his darkness.
Without her, the beast within slowly consumes
the man until turning into a vampire is the
only option.' Natalya Shonski is a vampire
hunter, descended from a revered line of
Carpathians known as the Dragonseekers and
the most powerful mage in history. She hates
and fears both vampires and Carpathians alike
and has spent her life fighting them.
Carpathian Vikirnoff van Schreider is
dangerously close to turning vampire when he
discovers Natalya and realises that she is
his lifemate. But Natalya is unlike any other
Carpathian he has ever known - dangerous in
her own right, she refuses to let him fight
her battles, and she infuriates him with her
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cheerful disregard of his demands. But a
sinister, mysterious power is after Natalya,
and Virkirnoff has to convince her not only
to trust him with her heart, but with her
life as well.
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